1. **Scope and Focus**: Could you please provide more details on the specific aspects of DSM that 3CE is currently targeting? Are you primarily considering microgrid solutions, or do you have broader interests within the DSM domain?
   
a. At this time 3CE is not committed or focused on any one method for achieving DSM, however 3CE will begin to refine its focus as we learn more about the methods and solutions that exist on the market.

2. **Project Size and Scale**: Are there any predetermined project sizes or capacity thresholds that 3CE envisions for the DSM programs? Understanding the scale of the initiatives will help us tailor our proposal accordingly.
   
a. Not at this time. 3CE is seeking information applicable to an array of project sizes. Any information to help 3CE understand different project sizes and capacity will be appreciated.

3. **Program Development Stage**: Could you please provide insights into the progress of the program development efforts? Are there existing plans or frameworks in place that we should consider while formulating our response?
   
a. The program/portfolio is in the pre-development concept phase. 3CE hopes to further develop the program/portfolio after learning more about the solutions available from the market.